
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Devil Strip is seeking an Editor-in-Chief to lead its community-focused newsroom
through a key period of growth.

We are committed to creating a diverse, talented and inclusive community and do not
discriminate. Qualifications for this position may be met through lived experience,
volunteer work, professional experience, formal or informal training.

About The Devil Strip Local News Co-op

We do things a little differently than most because The Devil Strip is cooperatively owned
by our readers and workers, who elect a board of directors to govern the organization and
oversee the budget. This structure keeps our incentives aligned with the well-being of the
communities we cover while creating a layer of accountability for the work we do.

Though we are a local news organization, we believe our responsibility goes beyond our
journalism. Our mission is to help more people care more about Akron so we can build a
community of people committed to making this a better place to live.

We take an assets-based approach to our work and treat our coverage of local arts, music,
culture and entrepreneurship as equally important to our investigative and explanatory
reporting. The goal of our reporting is to connect readers to their neighbors, to our city
and to a sense of shared purpose by helping them understand Akron, find their people
and get involved in ways we can tackle challenges through a solutions mindset.

Our company culture: At The Devil Strip, we treat one another like neighbors — with
kindness, friendliness and a willingness to jump in and help, but giving each member the
freedom to flourish independently. We believe potential is as valuable as experience, so
we weigh fresh ideas and passion on par with resumes.

We encourage applicants who are diverse by race, color, gender, religion, gender
expression, national origin, age, disability, pregnancy, sexual orientation, familial



responsibilities, marital status, veteran status, personal appearance, political affiliation,
matriculation or any characteristic that is protected under local, state or federal law.

Key attributes we seek:

● A track record of producing accessible, audience-first journalism that empowers
community members to take civic action.

● A commitment to support employees and contributors from underrepresented
backgrounds as a non-traditional path into the news industry.

● A news ecosystem mindset that focuses on producing distinctive, original
journalism and prioritizes collaboration over competition

● Experience with public records requests
● A personal commitment to equity and anti-racism
● Institutional knowledge of Akron or Northeast Ohio

Specific responsibilities:

● Work one-on-one with reporters to help them navigate reporting challenges and to
edit their work.

● Manage collaborations with other local and national media outlets.
● Closely advise our team of community freelancers, designing programs that

acquaint them with media literacy and the ethics and practices of journalism.
● Connect reporters and freelancers to mentorship and professional growth

opportunities in accordance with their goals.
● Work with the Audience Development Director to develop editorial products that

reach new audiences as part of The Devil Strip’s strategic plan.
● Oversee the print and web production cycles.
● Contribute to organization-building and process development by updating our

Editorial Handbook and training documents with new procedures.
● Partner with the CEO and Board of Directors to design, budget for and execute

long-term strategic plans for the organization.

Details about the Editor-in-Chief position:

This full-time, Akron-based journalist will lead our editorial vision internally and represent
it in the community, partnering with other staff leaders to meet our public service mission.
The ideal candidate will not only be able to manage the editorial team as it is now but also
be able, as The Devil Strip grows, to shape and build our newsroom to better serve the
people of the greater Akron area.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yRFZOlxVQNfD0PmpKefpIRsLNxWRID82o3n--R_jJTk/edit#


The editor-in-chief manages and mentors three full-time staff reporters as well as our
diverse and growing team of community contributors, who often come to us without prior
journalism experience. As an organization committed to equity and inclusion on the page
and behind it, this also means the editor-in-chief will develop a plan for thoughtfully and
intentionally recruiting new contributors from historically marginalized communities.

We publish independent journalism free of undue outside influence, but we also actively
listen to our co-owners, readers and partners to better understand and meet their
information needs. The editor-in-chief is a leader in both efforts to guide our whole team
in balancing those responsibilities.

The editor-in-chief manages our Spring Training program and other coaching experiences
for freelance contributors and college interns, providing individual feedback and guidance
as needed to help meet our standards of publication.

The person in this position will be our point-of-contact with Report for America and for
two local news media collaborations: Northeast Ohio Solutions Journalism Collaborative
and Home in Akron.

Tentative schedule: The editor-in-chief should be available by phone from 9 am to 6 pm
on weekdays and occasionally after-hours for corrections or questions. We have worked
remotely throughout the pandemic, but we maintain an office at the Summit ArtSpace.
When it’s safe for in-person work, the EIC will be expected to be present in the office
multiple days a week but can work remotely the rest of the time.

Compensation: Salary range for this position is $37,500 to $50,000 per year with health
insurance benefits co-paid by the company. We practice a flexible personal time policy.

Application process:
● Please send a cover letter and your resume to Operations Manager Kelli Smith at

kelli@thedevilstrip.com on or before Friday, May 21, 2021.
● If we wish to interview you for the position, we will notify you by Friday, May 28.

The selection process will proceed from there.

mailto:kelli@thedevilstrip.com

